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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Detailed active fault mapping has been undertaken for parts of Wairoa District, Napier City
and surrounding areas, following the Ministry for the Environment’s (MfE) Guidelines “Planning for Development of Land on or Close to Active Faults”. Fault traces and scarps
have been mapped to produce Fault Avoidance Zones surrounding the active fault traces at
a scale suitable for the purposes of cadastral zoning. For life safety purposes, the MfE Active
Fault Guidelines focus on: (i) the location and complexity of faulting; (ii) the characterisation
of recurrence interval of surface faulting; and (iii) the building importance category (BIC) with
respect to land zonation for a site.
Five priority areas were selected for study on the basis of the presence of active faulting
and/or good topographic data coverage. These were: (i) the Coastal portion of Wairoa
District, where LiDAR coverage existed; (ii) Wairoa North, an area of similar geology, and to
the north of (i); (iii) Mahia Peninsula; (iv) the Rangiora Fault in the western part of Wairoa
District (and extending into Hastings District); and (v) Napier City, focusing on the buried
trace of the Awanui Fault.
Mapping of active faults and construction of Fault Avoidance Zones was undertaken using a
Geographic Information System (GIS). Most of the areas were mapped using rectified aerial
photographs and a national-scale orthophotograph as base maps in the GIS, except where
LiDAR imagery was available. Typically the data in this report has been mapped at a scale of
c. 1:10,000. Linework on faults in the GNS Active Faults database1 has been improved upon,
and in some cases deleted from the database as a result of this study.
In general, the location of surface faulting is approximated by a line mapped in the GIS along
each fault trace. Fault traces have been classified according to their form (scarp/ possible
scarp/ inferred trace etc.) with the information stored in an Attribute Table in the GIS.
Attached to each trace is a combined estimate of location uncertainty that includes: (i) the
fault feature uncertainty; (ii) the location error, i.e. the exact location of the fault rupture with
respect to the fault feature, and (iii) the uncertainty based on the underlying map data, e.g.
the error associated with rectification of aerial photographs into a GIS. The total uncertainty
varies between ± 40 and ± 80 m for each fault trace. Each “Fault Location Uncertainty” buffer
has an additional ± 20 m “Factor of Safety” buffer placed around it to create the full Fault
Avoidance Zone.
In the eastern half of Wairoa District, the number of fault traces previously shown in the GNS
Active Faults database has been significantly reduced due to re-interpretation of the features
and their origin. In Coastal Wairoa where LiDAR coverage exists, no active fault traces have
been kept from previous mapping efforts. For the Wairoa North and Mahia priority areas, the
mapped faults are typically normal faults, though some may be landslide-related lineaments.
Due to the considerable uncertainty concerning their form and with some difficulty of georeferencing aerial photographs, these faults have been given fault location uncertainties of ±
40-80 m. These yield full Fault Avoidance Zone widths, including the ± 20 m Factor of Safety
buffer, of 120-200 m width. It is possible that these short, normal faults are not “seismic”
(earthquake-generating) faults, i.e. they may rupture as secondary features. Nonetheless,
they still pose a surface deformation hazard when they rupture. Many of the faults mapped in
the eastern part of Wairoa District were not assigned to a Recurrence Interval Class due to a
lack of basic geologic information to make such decisions. Several faults on the Mahia
1

http://data.gns.cri.nz/af/
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Peninsula were assigned to recurrence class IV (RI 5000-10,000 years), based on sparse
information about their activity.
The Rangiora Fault is an active strike-slip fault in the western part of Wairoa and Hastings
Districts. It has an assigned Recurrence Interval Class I (RI <2,000 years) based on
preliminary slip rate and paleoearthquake studies. The Rangiora Fault was reviewed and
mapped over a length of c. 20 km to the north and south of the Waikari River (WairoaHastings District boundary). The fault trace was re-mapped over a distance of c. 8 km to the
north of the Waikari River in Wairoa District. In this area the buffer widths range from ± 50-70
m (excluding Factor of Safety buffer). These yield full Fault Avoidance Zones of 140-180 m
width. The Rangiora Fault was also re-mapped over a distance of c. 8 km to the south of the
Waikari River within Hastings District. In this area the fault location uncertainty ranges from ±
40-70 m, excluding the Factor of Safety buffer. These yield full Fault Avoidance Zones of
120-180 m width.
There are no mapped active fault traces within the bounds of Napier City. As part of this
study, we have reconsidered the role and effects of the 1931 M 7.8 Hawke’s Bay earthquake,
which destroyed Napier and Hastings. Significant effort was invested in trying to locate the
Awanui Fault across the Heretaunga Plains. AD 1931 surface deformation related to the fault
was broadly mapped across the plains between Bridge Pa and Awatoto. While the Awanui
Fault should be considered as an active fault/fold of Recurrence Interval Class IV (>5000≤10,000 yr), it has not been possible to accurately map a fault/fold trace or portray a relevant
Fault Avoidance Zone.
Faults mapped in this study fall into RI Class I (≤2000 yr; Rangiora Fault), IV (>5000-≤10,000
yr; Mahia faults and Awanui Fault) or are of unknown recurrence interval. Tables that relate
the Fault Recurrence Interval to the Fault Complexity and Building Importance Category are
placed within Section 4 of this report. These form the basic guidelines that planners should
use when assessing the risk attributed to resource and building consent applications.
†

For example, according to the MfE Active Fault Guidelines, for Recurrence Interval Class IV
faults like those across Mahia Peninsula BIC 2a and 2b (Normal) structures should be
permitted activities. For BIC 3 (Important) structures, the resource consent activity is
permitted in the case of developed or already subdivided, and typically Discretionary for
Greenfield settings. BIC 4 (Critical) structures hold a Non-Complying Status in both the
“Greenfield” and “previously subdivided” setting.
We recommend that this mapping and zonation be adopted by Hawke’s Bay Regional
Council and its Territorial Authorities. The GIS dataset on the accompanying CD, provides
coverage at the appropriate scale and includes cadastral information, with respect to fault
location2. In future, other parts of Hawke’s Bay region, including the coastal ranges
(Maraetotara Plateau) and inland parts of Central Hawke’s Bay and Hastings Districts could
receive further attention with regards to active fault mapping and fault avoidance zonation.

2

Maps in the text of this report should not be used for planning purposes. They act as examples of what data resides on the
GIS CD.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Scope of the Study

This study was undertaken for Hawke’s Bay Regional Council (HBRC) by the Institute of
Geological and Nuclear Sciences Ltd (GNS Science). The purpose of the study is to help the
Regional Council formulate and implement appropriate guidance for its Districts (and their
plans) pertaining to development in areas on, or close to, active faults in the region. To
facilitate this, the two principal aims of GNS’ study were to: 1) more accurately define the
location and activity of faults in parts of Wairoa District and the City of Napier (Figs. 1-3); and
2) produce Fault Avoidance Zones for active faults in a fashion that is wholly compatible with
the MfE Active Fault Guidelines (Kerr et al. 2003). The main focus of this study was to
continue on from similar fault mapping projects in Hastings and Central Hawke’s Bay
Districts which concentrated on areas that had been mapped using LiDAR3 DEM coverage
(Langridge and Villamor 2007; Langridge et al. 2006).
In this study, the main techniques for producing new fault and Fault Avoidance maps
included:
o
o
o
o
o

A literature review;
An analysis of available large scale aerial photographs, orthophotographs, and LiDAR
coverage;
Accurate mapping of active fault traces within a GIS format;
Limited reconnaissance field work to verify and more accurately define fault locations in
specific areas; and
Application of the MfE Guidelines.

Detailed fault mapping has been carried out in the Wairoa lowlands area where LiDAR
coverage was made available by the HBRC (see Fig. 3). While many active faults in the
inland parts of Wairoa District, e.g. the Mohaka and Waimana faults, have not been
considered for this study, the Rangiora Fault has been re-mapped as it occurs on rural land
within the district, and continues southward into Hastings District. In Napier City, the main
focus of this study is in determining the location of the 1931 Hawke’s Bay (Napier)
earthquake source and better define the ground deformation style for this structure.
The results of this work are this report, and a GIS database of fault features (as lines and
points with associated GIS attribute tables) and Fault Avoidance Zones (as sausage-shaped
areas with associated GIS attributes). The Fault Avoidance Zones are linked to Resource
Consent Categories via tables pertaining to Fault Recurrence Interval Class, and Building
Importance Category. Maps derived from the GIS database are included in this report (e.g.
Fig. 4). These maps are provided to illustrate the methodology used and level of detail
obtained in some areas, but do not show all areas where similar detail is present.

3

LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) is an optical remote sensing technology that measures properties of scattered light to
find range and/or other information of a distant target. LiDAR survey data are used to create accurate digital topographic
models.
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1.2

Tecton
nic setting
g of Hawk
ke’s Bay re
egion
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d Pacific
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nal Council (HBRC) lie
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ubducting Pacific
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H
subduction m
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e ground
surface during larg
ge earthqua
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e include th
he Mohaka Fault, Patooka Fault, Poukawa
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one and Tukituki Fault Zone (Fig. 2).
Fault Zo

Figure 2
Simplifie
ed tectonic map
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w
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dashed line, spans an area of active deforrmation betw
ween the Pa
acific and A
Australian pla
ates. The
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umber of ma
ajor active fa
ault zones, e.g. P, Pouka
awa Fault Zoone; T, Tukittuki Fault
Zone; H,, Hawke’s Ba
ay Extension
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est the Ruah
hine, Mohakaa and Patoka
a faults.

Previously publishe
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aults indicate that some
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e intervals of earthqu
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Surface
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art of the
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e (Quigley et al., 201
10; Van Disssen et al., 2011).
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Horizontal movements of up to 5 m (c. 2.5 m average) and typically 0.5 m vertical were
measured across a 28 km surface break called the Greendale Fault.
Within Wairoa District, the main zones of active faulting occur within the Axial Ranges of the
North Island. The Patoka, Mohaka and Ruahine faults and their northward equivalents (the
Rangiora, Whakatane, and Waiohau faults are predominantly dextral strike-slip faults (Cutten
et al. 1988; Mouslopoulou et al. 2007) These faults are involved in translating the eastern
North Island southward, with respect to the rest of the island (Beanland 1995; Wallace et al.
2004). These faults fall into Recurrence Interval Classes I and II with estimated recurrence
intervals of <2000 or 2000-3500 years (Van Dissen et al. 2003; Kerr et al. 2003). In the
eastern half of Wairoa District a large number of short active fault strands have been shown
in the Raukumara QMap sheet (Mazengarb and Speden 2001) and in the GNS Science
Active Faults database (http://data.gns.cri.nz/af/). These fault traces are one of the focuses
of this report as little is known about their activity, style or continuity.
Napier City is a small Territorial Authority that encompasses the area of Napier and its
suburbs. While no active faults are currently shown through Napier City it is worth
considering the location and role of the concealed Awanui (Napier) Fault during the 1931
Hawke’s Bay earthquake (Hull 1990).

1.3

The Ministry for the Environment Guidelines

The Ministry for the Environment, has published Guidelines on “Planning for Development of
Land on or Close to Active Faults4,5 (Kerr at al. 2003, see also King et al. 2003; Van Dissen et
al. 2003). The aim of the MfE Active Fault Guidelines is to assist resource management
planners tasked with developing land use policy and making decisions about development of
land on, or near, active faults. The MfE Active Fault Guidelines provide information about
active faults, specifically fault rupture hazard, and promote a risk-based approach when
dealing with development in areas subject to fault rupture hazard. In the MfE Active Fault
Guidelines, the surface rupture hazard of an active fault at a specific site is characterised by
two parameters: a) the average recurrence interval of surface rupture of the fault, and b) the
complexity of surface rupture of the fault. In this report, these two fault rupture hazard
parameters are defined for active fault zones that extend through the Hawke’s Bay region.
The MfE Active Fault Guidelines also advance a hierarchical relationship between
Recurrence Interval Class and Building Importance Class, such that the greater the
importance of a built structure, with respect to life safety, the longer the avoidance
recurrence interval (see Table 6, and Appendix I for more detail). For example, only low
hazard structures, such as farm sheds and fences (e.g. Building Importance Category 1
structures), are permissible structures across active faults with average recurrence intervals
of surface rupture less than 2000 years (RI Class I). In contrast, in a “Greenfield” (i.e.
undeveloped) setting, more significant structures such as school halls, airport terminals, and
large hotels (Building Importance Category 3 structures) should not be sited across faults
with average recurrence intervals shorter than 10,000 years.

4

The Ministry for the Environment’s Guidelines "Planning for Development of Land on or Close to Active Faults: A
guideline to assist resource management planners in New Zealand" is now available on both their main website
and their Quality Planning website.
5
Throughout the remainder of this report, the Ministry for the Environment’s Guidelines will be referred to as the
MfE Active Fault Guidelines.
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1.4
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invaluable for scrutinising previously mapped fault features, and acted as a guide for
identifying faults in the Wairoa North area (e.g. Fig. 4).
2. Wairoa North: This priority area includes the area immediately north of the Wairoa coastal
LiDAR DEM and as far as the District boundary to the north (Fig. 3). The area is almost
entirely rural in its setting. At the time of this review, a significant number of active faults were
shown on the GNS Active Faults database in this area (http://data.gns.cri.nz/af/). These
faults typically have short traces and have been identified as normal faults occurring within
Pliocene and Miocene sedimentary rocks. The area is also highly prone to erosion and
landsliding as these deforested hillslopes tend to fail under heavy rainfall conditions. An
important part of this study is to test the fault mapping that has been presented from previous
studies. For example, some faults shown in the GNS Active Faults database are not shown
on QMap Raukumara (Mazengarb and Speden 2001), and vice versa.
3. Mahia: This priority area covers the Mahia Peninsula from the eastern edge of the LiDAR
DEM to the end of the peninsula. Prior to this study only a few active fault traces have been
identified on the peninsula (Fig. 9). These faults are typically shown cutting across uplifted
marine terraces that define the flat mesa-like topography of the peninsula. The most
extensive marine terrace on Mahia Peninsula is identified as being of Q5 (i.e. Marine Isotope
Stage 5) age, which refers to a global marine terrace of age c. 125,000 years (or less). This
implies, by definition that these faults, if present, are active faults, i.e. they have moved in the
last 125,000 years.
4. Rangiora Fault: The Rangiora Fault is an active dextral-slip fault that occurs at the eastern
edge of the North Island Axial Ranges (Beanland 1995; Cutten et al. 1988). This fault is a
high priority for surface rupture mapping as it occurs in rural land – compared to the similarly
active Mohaka and Ruahine faults that typically occur in forest and National Park lands at the
western edge of Wairoa District. The Rangiora Fault is a Class I fault based on Recurrence
Interval (i.e. surface rupture recurs <2000 yr). The fault has an estimated late Holocene slip
rate of c. 6.8 mm/yr and at least three late Holocene surface rupturing earthquakes, as
evidenced by displaced tephra layers in outcrop and offset alluvial terraces that are capped
by these tephra (Cutten et al. 1988).
5. Awanui (Napier) Fault: There are currently no active faults mapped within the confines of
Napier City. However, it is clear that the February 3rd, 1931 M 7.8 Hawke’s Bay earthquake
caused ground deformation including surface rupture to the southwest of the Heretaunga
Plains, in the area of Pakipaki and Poukawa (Hull 1990). While no surface rupture was
recognised across the younger surfaces of the plains, ground deformation (warping or
folding) was discerned from the re-levelling of the East Coast railway line following the
earthquake. The ground deformation is related to the trace of a “blind” fault, i.e. one that
does not rupture completely to the surface. This fault is now called the Awanui Fault.
Alternatively, this feature can be considered as an active fold trace. In either case, this
warrants some consideration in terms of future ground deformation from a repeat of the 1931
Hawke’s Bay earthquake.
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Figure 4
LiDAR shaded
s
hillslope map off a portion of
o the Wairoa
a coastal areea (grey DEM). Red
lines rep
present activve faults with
hin the GNS
S Science Ac
ctive Faults database
d
priior to this sttudy. The
1-m DEM
M has allowe
ed us to revis
se this mapp ing, so that no
n active fault traces are now identifie
ed.

1.5

Field inve
estigations
s of faults

Several research and
a reconna
aissance fie
eld trips to ‘ground trutth’ fault tracces in Hawk
ke’s Bay
have ta
aken place between 2006-10 as part of the
e program of
o active faault mappin
ng in the
region ((Langridge 2007; Lang
gridge and V
Villamor 200
07; Langridge et al., 20006). In add
dition, in
2002, a GNS field
d reconnaissance trip that include
ed the lead
d author, viisited the Rangiora
R
Fault be
etween Hea
ays Access
s Road and
d the Waikari River. No
N other reeconnaissan
nce trips
have be
een underta
aken as partt of this projject.
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2.0

METHODOLOGY OF FAULT MAPPING

The methodology for mapping faults and developing hazard zones (Fault Avoidance Zones)
outlined in the MfE Active Fault Guidelines was used in this work. The main steps in the
process were:
1)

2)
3)
4)
5)

identifying active fault traces, and related features, in the priority areas through use of
pre-existing knowledge of the region, aerial photographs (listed in Appendix), and
LiDAR data;
mapping and defining the location of the fault traces and features of surface
deformation in a Geographic Information System (GIS);
classifying all parts of a fault in terms of its Fault Complexity of surface rupture and
uncertainty of its location (see Table 6 in Section 4.3);
defining Fault Avoidance Zones for each of these parts;
determining the average recurrence interval of surface rupture faulting (i.e. Recurrence
Interval Class) for each of the major fault zones.

These data are then combined with standard tables for Building Importance Category (see
Table 2 in Section 4.1) and Development Status (see Table 4) to determine appropriate
Resource Consent Categories for proposed development of land on, or close to active faults
identified in this study (see Tables 5, 6).

2.1

Identification of Active Fault Traces

The types of fault features and the techniques we used to identify fault features in the field
and within the GIS (on aerial photographs etc.) are listed below:
Fault feature definition: -

Scarp
Broad scarp
Rangefront scarp
Possible scarp
Inferred trace

Feature Identification:

Distinct on LiDAR
Distinct on aerial photographs
Estimated from aerial photographs
Ground truthing (field mapping and/or trenching)

-

= clear evidence of a fault scarp
= smooth or broad shape of a scarp
= scarp along a Tertiary bedrock hillslope
= uncertain fault feature or identification
= scarp/ fault not visible, but inferred

In some areas where fault features should be visible, they could not be observed or mapped.
While in the subsurface a major active fault is typically a near-continuous geological
structure, the surface expression of the last few surface ruptures of the fault is often
intermittent. These ‘traces’ of faults are defined as “inferred traces”. For instance, on
hillslopes or fault rangefronts, geological processes such as landslides and slope wash can
quickly destroy or modify topographic fault features. Stream processes such as erosion and
sediment deposition can destroy fault features on alluvial plains and terraces. Also, fault
ruptures are seldom preserved on active floodplains where the young age and mobility of the
fluvial sediments often erode or bury the evidence of faulting. It is along the stretches of an
active fault where fault features are not preserved that uncertainty as to the fault’s precise
location is greatest.
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Previous studies of active faulting in Hawke’s Bay, e.g. Kelsey et al. (1998); Begg et al.
(1994; 1996), produced basic map data at differing scales on the location and type of faultgenerated features present. These data are often produced at a regional scale (typically
1:50,000 scale), which is unsuitable for the purposes of the MfE Active Fault Guidelines.
More recently, active fault mapping studies in Central Hawke’s Bay and Hastings Districts
have used a MfE Fault Avoidance Zone methodology (e.g. Langridge and Villamor 2007;
Langridge et al., 2006).

2.2

Uncertainty of Fault Feature Location

The accuracy with which the location of a fault feature can be captured into a database is
influenced by two types of uncertainty or error. The first is the error associated with how
accurately the fault feature can be located on the ground. The second is the error associated
with capturing that position into a map or database.
2.2.1

Uncertainty of locating a fault feature

Where fault features are preserved, the accuracy with which the fault can be located on the
ground depends on the type and geometry of the feature. A fault scarp is one of the more
definitive features that can be used to define the location of a fault. For example, in places,
scarps of the Rangiora Fault are sharp and distinct (c. 5-10 m wide), and here it is possible to
define the location of the fault quite accurately (to within several metres, e.g. well-defined
fault complexity (see Fig. 5). However, in other places, scarps are broad topographic rises
over a distance of 20 metres or more. Without trenching or other subsurface investigations at
these sites, the ability to capture/ define the position of the fault plane that may rupture to the
Earth’s surface in an earthquake cannot be significantly more accurate than the distinctness/
sharpness of the topographic expression of the fault feature. So, even when topographic fault
features are preserved, the ability to use these features to define the precise location of the
fault plane, and therefore future surface rupture hazard, varies according to the distinctness
of topographic expression of the feature.
Other parts of fault traces fall into the “distributed” category of fault complexity. These
include broad scarps, and fault stepover zones. Where a scarp is broad it is difficult to
determine the exact base and mid-point of the fault scarp. For broad scarps it is quite difficult
to locate the exact point on the scarp where the deformation (rupture) is most pronounced,
as it may be distributed over a broad zone.
At other locations, the fault trace is inferred. This occurs when the trace is not visible at all,
but would be there if it were preserved. Inferred traces sometimes link together fault traces
that traverse the landscape in a stepping or “en echelon” fashion. Inferred traces are also
mapped across major rivers, e.g. Ngaruroro River. In these cases, the scarp has been
eroded away by the river, or, there has been no surface faulting since the most recent period
of river activity.
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In limited instances, active faults and fault-related features can be located absolutely, for
example, in trenches such as those that were excavated across the Poukawa Fault Zone
(see Kelsey et al. 1998). GPS or traditional survey techniques can be used to locate and
capture the positions of the fault features (or planes) to an accuracy of ± 0.1 m, and they are
attributed as “surveyed” in the GIS database. However, in the case of this study, no new field
work has been undertaken to ascertain the exact location of the fault plane within any fault
features. LiDAR DEM’s are also a means of yielding accurate topographic information that
shows the geomorphology of active fault features. In this study a 1-m DEM could be
produced from xyz-point data from the Wairoa coastal area.
2.2.2

Uncertainty of fault zone width due to the style of faulting

Mapped fault traces are used to construct fault rupture zones (zones within which future
rupture is likely to cause ground deformation). In some areas, these zones are based on the
position of a simple linear fault line, and the width of the zones reflects the accuracy of
capture. In other places, the zone is based on complex features or inferred where no
features are preserved. In these areas the width of the zone is large and reflects both the
complexity and uncertainty of the fault location on the ground, and the accuracy of capture.
In specific cases, detailed fault studies, such as trenching or ground surveying could, in the
future, be used to reduce the uncertainty of fault location and thereby reduce the width of the
fault rupture zone (Kerr et al., 2003).
An additional important source of mapping uncertainty is related to the style of faulting, e.g.
strike-slip vs. dip-slip faulting. Faulting is usually confined to the width of the fault scarp
shown on the ground surface. Strike-slip faults typically have a narrow fault scarp with little if
any vertical height, unless there is an oblique (normal or reverse) component of movement
associated with them (Fig. 5). Normal dip-slip faults occur where an area is under extension.
Faults in the Wairoa area are believed to be normal in style, while faults located on Mahia
Peninsula are likely to be normal or reverse in style. The Rangiora Fault is a right-lateral
strike-slip fault, i.e. it is characterised by horizontal movement. In the case of normal and
strike-slip faults a ± 20 metre buffer (a factor of safety buffer) is applied to the mapped zone
of uncertainty or added to the mapped fault scarp.
In contrast, reverse, dip-slip faulting is characterised by low to moderately dipping faults
(compared to steep dips for strike-slip faults). In Hawke’s Bay most reverse faults dip to the
west or northwest at angles of 20-60º. Because of their dip, reverse faults produce an
asymmetric (skewed) distribution of surface deformation above them. For reverse fault
earthquakes such as the 1999 Chi-Chi (Taiwan) event, the hangingwall block (upthrown
block) is pushed up and over the footwall block (see Fig. 5 and examples in Kelson et al.
2001).
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Figure 5
Schematic diagram of
o a typical ffault scarp an
nd active fau
ult in plan vieew and cross
s-section.
In this ccase the mapped fault trrace (rupture
e surface; bo
old red line)) is located nnear the bas
se of the
scarp. T
The scarp itsself is well-d
defined, i.e. clear. The growth
g
of su
uch scarps aaffects the lo
ong–term
morpholo
ogy of strea
ams that crross the strructure. The
e trench sho
ows the fauulting events
s can be
documen
nted (e.g. faulted yellow layer). The concepts of fault location
n accuracy aand setback are used
to create
e a Fault Avo
oidance Zone
e (FAZ).

In the ccase of the
e reverse-se
ense Awan
nui (Napier)) Fault, fault moveme nt during th
he 1931
Hawke’ss Bay earth
hquake the up-dip tip of the faultt plane did not rupturee all the wa
ay to the
ground surface accross the Heretaunga
H
Plains. Su
uch a fault is often caalled a “blin
nd” fault.
aulting may result in a broad
b
scarp
p or warp, or
o an anticlinal ridge. S
Surface defo
ormation
Blind fa
is still p
present as folding,
f
uplifting or tiltiing of the ground
g
surface (similarr to Fig. 5 but fault
plane d
does not re
each the surface).
s
T
This type of surface deformatioon should also be
conside
ered as partt of a Faultt Avoidance
e Zone ‘stra
ategy’, as itt may also pose a Life
e Safety
concern
n.
Due to the effect of
o more defo
ormation fo
ocused in th
he hangingw
wall block oof reverse fa
aults, we
6
F
Avoid
dance Zone
e should be asymmetric about the best estimate
e
believe that the Fault
location
n of the fau
ult rupture. As the am
mount of un
ncertainty varies
v
from trace to trrace, we
conside
er it likely th
hat the zone
e of deform
mation in the hangingw
wall could bbe twice as wide as
that in fo
ootwall blocck (see Langridge and Villamor 20
007).
2.2.3

and form o
Fault complexity
c
of fault fea
atures

Fault Co
omplexity re
efers to how
w clear/ disttinct and/orr how wide the
t zone off deformatio
on is that
is being
g mapped, i.e. how mu
uch uncerta
ainty there is regarding the locatiion of the fault
f
and
how it a
appears on the ground
d. Fault Co
omplexity is an importa
ant parametter used in defining
surface rupture hazard at a site. The MfE
E Active Fa
ault Guidelin
nes define F
plexity of
Fault Comp
6

The appliication of an asyymmetric Fault Avoidance Zon e has not been used for norma
al or strike-slip faaults.
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surface rupture using the following terms: well-defined, distributed or uncertain to describe
fault location (Kerr et al. 2003; see also King et al. 2003, and Van Dissen & Heron 2003).
When fault rupture deformation is distributed over a wide area, the amount of deformation at
a specific locality within the distributed zone is less compared to where the deformation is
concentrated on a single well-defined trace. Therefore, the relative fault rupture hazard/risk is
less within a zone of distributed deformation than within a narrow well defined zone.
2.2.4

Uncertainty of capture method

The LiDAR shaded relief map has a capture uncertainty of c. ± 10 m. The fault traces are
generally well-defined where a clear scarp is evident on the ground surface, on aerial
photographs or on the LiDAR imagery. Clear scarps generally have a location uncertainty of
±10-20 metres (Table 1). This means that we have mapped a line that represents the fault
location and there is an inaccuracy of that location to within c. ±10-20 metres. In most cases,
this line has been placed at, or toward the base of the fault scarp or trace captured in the
GIS. This is where we expect the fault to rupture and where the greatest amount of coseismic deformation should be focused. This assertion comes from the experience of
trenching many faults in Hawke’s Bay and other similar tectonic environments (Beanland
1995; Kelsey et al., 1998), and by documentation of historic reverse fault earthquakes, such
as the 1931 Hawke’s Bay or 1999 Chi-Chi (Taiwan) earthquake ruptures (Hull 1990; Kelson
et al. 2001).
We have developed a modified version of this hierarchy for recognising fault features in
Hawke’s Bay, locating them using mainly aerial photograph analysis and LiDAR, capturing
the data (mapping them) into the GIS. This hierarchy establishes a “fault location accuracy”
that reflects how distinct a fault feature appears on imagery (e.g. broad scarp vs. inferred
trace), how we have identified them (e.g. ground truthing vs. LiDAR), and how we have
captured the data in the GIS (e.g. via rectified aerial photograph vs. LiDAR). The variables
that we have used to define fault feature, feature identification, and capture technique are
listed in Table 1 below.
Table 1
Example of Attribute Table from the Geographic Information System, including the types
of fault feature, and their complexity and combined uncertainty of mapping.
Fault Feature
Fault Complexity*
Combined Uncertainty
Scarp
Well defined
± 20-30 m
Broad scarp
Distributed
± 30-40 m
Rangefront scarp
Distributed
± 40-50 m
Possible trace
Distributed
± 50-70 m
Inferred trace
Uncertain, constrained
± 70-80 m
*These describe the fault features in terms of the fault complexity terminology in Van Dissen & Heron
(2003) for strike-slip faults. We equate our terminology with their nomenclature. In practice, we never
applied the term well-defined to any fault trace in a numerical fashion, i.e. the range of fault location
uncertainty for faults in this study was typically 30-80 m (highlighted).
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3.0

RESULTS

In this section, we present the main results of the study, beginning with priority areas within
Wairoa District. The results include: (i) the re-mapping of fault traces within each priority
area, (ii) the current best estimates of earthquake recurrence interval for faults within each
area, and (iii) definition of Fault Avoidance Zones around these fault traces.

3.1

Wairoa District

Wairoa District can be divided into a western half, which is characterised by a number of
continuous, throughgoing strike-slip faults that make up the western strand of the North
Island Shear Belt (Beanland 1995); and an eastern half that is characterised by numerous
short (0.3-3 km), mapped fault traces that do not appear to link together to form throughgoing
fault systems. The eastern half of the study area is described in sections 3.1.1 through 3.1.3.
3.1.1

Wairoa Coastal area

A major tool for checking previously mapped features in this area was the LiDAR coverage of
the Wairoa coastal area (Fig. 4). In addition to the LiDAR DEM, we compared an archived
1:50,000 scale fault trace map (Late Quaternary tectonic map; hereafter called LQT
database map) with fault linework from QMap Raukumara. The GNS Active Faults database
was originally constructed from scanned hard copy maps of the former. Line data on the
1:50,000 LQT database map showed a different number and density of active faults
compared to QMap Raukumara.
In the area of the LiDAR DEM (Fig. 4) only 5 mapped fault traces existed in the GNS Active
Fault database prior to this study. In contrast, the newer interpretation on the QMap
Raukumara sheet of Mazengarb and Speden (2001) shows no active fault traces onshore.
However, also shown on this map and based on NIWA sources (e.g. Barnes et al., 2002),
are active fold and fault traces in northern Hawke Bay to the south of this area.
Following comparison between the LiDAR, aerial photographs and QMap Raukumara, all five
onland fault traces from the Active Faults database were removed from the GIS of this study.
Careful analysis of the LiDAR hillshade model showed that none of these traces could be
confirmed as active fault traces. This was particularly evident in the LiDAR imagery, where
the overwhelming geomorphic features of the hill country were of smoothly rounded hillocks
of Miocene and Pliocene bedrock with no clear linear traces across them.
3.1.2

Wairoa North area

Prior to this study, approximately 30 short fault traces were shown in the GNS Active Faults
database for the Wairoa North priority area (Fig. 6). In contrast, less than 10 active fault
traces are shown for this area on QMap Raukumara (Mazengarb and Speden 2001). While
there was no LiDAR hillshade model available for this area, analysis of the Wairoa North
priority area benefited greatly from the experience of comparing the 1:50,000 LQT database
map with QMap, aerial photographs and comparison to the LiDAR hillshade model to the
south.
In the Wairoa North area, we relied on aerial photograph analysis as the means for
confirming (or refuting) the presence of active faults (Fig. 6). Following a re-analysis of this
area, a large number of traces were not considered to represent active fault traces. In many
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cases, ttraces on the 1:50,000
0 LQT data
abase map were base
ed on eitherr: (i) linear bedrock
related features (tthat may be
b considerred as old inactive fa
aults); (ii) sstraight rea
aches of
streamss and riverss, and/or (iii) features t hat were prrobably rela
ated to landdsliding. Lan
ndsliding
is a com
mmon proce
ess in Miocene to Plioccene hill co
ountry in this
s area, andd thus severral linear
to arcua
ate traces were
w
probab
bly landslide
e-related. These traces
s often correelated with mapped
landslid
des on QMa
ap Raukuma
ara (Mazen
ngarb and Speden
S
200
01). Our anaalysis highliights the
P
mu
udstone couuntry with orr without
difficultyy in recogniising active faults in M iocene to Pliocene
detailed
d DEM’s, or even in comparing
c
o
onshore with offshore fault data (e.g. Barne
es et al.
2002).

Figure 6
Orthoph
hotograph off part of Wa iroa District in the area of the uppeer Nuhaka River.
R
The
yellow line represen
nts the north
hern bounda
ary of Wairoa
a District. Red lines reppresent upda
ated fault
aces) for this area. The GIS
G data with
h Fault Avoiddance Zones
s from the
lineworkk (possible acctive fault tra
accompa
anying CD sh
hould be use
ed to charactterise this line data.

The revvised map of
o active fau
ults for the W
Wairoa Nortth area has
s approximaately 20 sho
ort (0.3-3
km) tracces shown on it within
n the GIS. F
Fault traces
s have been
n mapped oonto georefferenced
aerial photographss within the GIS, and ha
ave an accuracy of typ
pically ± 50 metres. Se
everal of
these a
are consiste
ent with fau
ults shown o
on the QMap Raukum
mara, while many of th
he faults
shown o
on the LQT
T database map have been remo
oved. In addition, som
me fault trac
ces have
had their locations revised by 10’s of mettres, reflectting poor co
ontrol on thee previous locations
of featu
ures. Even so, there remains som
me uncerta
ainty as to whether
w
soome of the features
shown in this area
a are indee
ed faults, i. e. some mapped
m
feattures couldd well be re
elated to
landslid
ding. Neverttheless, if th
hey are land
dslide trace
es or scars then
t
they sttill pose a hazard
h
in
terms o
of structural movemen
nt beneath a building foundation, and woul d be consiidered a
hazard under the MfE Guide
elines relate
ed to Active
e Landslidin
ng and Buillding Conse
ent (see
Saunde
ers and Glasssey 2007)..
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The reccurrence intterval of fau
ult moveme
ent on these
e mapped features
f
(if faults) is unknown.
To refle
ect this lackk of knowle
edge, none of the faultt traces sho
own in the GNS Activ
ve Faults
databasse in the Wairoa
W
Coastal and N orth areas has any re
ecurrence iinterval info
ormation
attached
d to it. No new recurrence interv
rval data ha
as been es
stimated as part of thiis study.
Further work is required to ascertain
a
th
he relevance
e and likely
y recurrencce interval range
r
of
these fa
aults.

Figure 7
Example of a Fault Avoidance
A
Z
Zone created for fault trac
ces in the Noorth Wairoa area
a
near
Te Whakka Aari in Wairoa Districtt. The red lin
ne represents the best es
stimate of th e rupture tra
ace of the
fault. Th
he white bufffer representts the uncerrtainty of fau
ult location, i.e. the unceertainty from mapping
and GIS
S quality conttrol (±60 m), while the pu
urple buffer is
i an additional margin oof safety equ
ual to ±20
m. There
efore, an ind
dividual fault trace has a total FAZ width
w
of 160 m in this areea. The GIS data with
Fault Avvoidance Zon
nes from the accompanyi ng CD shoulld be used to
o characterisse this examp
ple.

One sig
gnificant hisstoric seism
mic event, tthe 15 Sep
ptember, 19
932 M 6.9 W
Wairoa earrthquake
occurred within the
e Wairoa arrea (Fig. 8).. This eventt is often co
onsidered too be an ‘aftershock’
to the 1931 Haw
wke’s Bay earthquake
e
(Downes 1995). The
ere is som
me conjectu
ure over
whetherr this event caused any
y surface fa
aulting. The
e epicentre of
o the earth quake was cited as
being c. 16 km NN
NE of Wairoa
a amongst this hill cou
untry (Berryman et al. 11988), at a depth of
c. 12 km
m. Some de
eformation was
w associiated with a c. E-W strriking featurre in this arrea. This
is in con
ntrast to the
e regional, northeast
n
sttrike of rock
ks and faults. Within thhe GIS our mapping
m
shows a concentra
ation of traces within 14
4-20 km to the NNE off Wairoa tow
wnship, offe
ering the
possibility that som
me of the deformation
d
n observed is tectonic and also rrelated to the 1932
e. It is equ
ually possib
ble that the
e epicentral location oof the 1932
2 Wairoa
Wairoa earthquake
earthquake occurss toward the
e downdip e
end of a rev
verse fault that
t
daylighhts at the su
urface of
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the Eartth to the ea
ast or southeast of the epicentral location. In this case thhe fault trac
ces near
the epiccentre may have little to
o do with th
he Wairoa earthquake.
e

Figure 8
Map of the Hawke’s
s Bay region showing larrge historic earthquakes.
e
The epicentre of the
6.9 Wairoa earthquake
1932 M 6
e
is
s shown nea
ar the top cen
ntre of the im
mage (figure ffrom Cutten 1994).

This llack of certainty is refleccted in the GNS Active Faults database
d
(http://data.gns.cri.nz/af/), which shows n
no historic rupture trace
es in the W
Wairoa area. Surface
deforma
ation feature
es could ha
ave been re lated to landsliding from the stronng ground motions.
m
3.1.3

Mahia area

ahia area co
overs the grreater part o
of Mahia Pe
eninsula to the south oof where the
e LiDAR
The Ma
DEM wa
as available
e for fault lo
ocation che
ecking (Fig. 9). Prior to
o this study,, four short (0.6-1.5
km) fault traces we
ere shown in the GNS Active Faullts database
e on Mahia Peninsula. For this
study, the greater part of the peninsula (including the
t four fau
ult traces) w
was reviewe
ed using
aerial photographss. The four fault
f
traces were confirmed as ac
ctive fault traaces. Howe
ever, the
location
ns and lengtths of the traces were m
modified slightly from the
t Active F
Faults datab
base.
Based o
on the geolo
ogy of the peninsula
p
a nd the kinematics of nearby activee faults, the
e style of
faulting for these fault
f
traces is almost ccertainly dip
p-slip, and probably
p
noormal in sen
nse. The
geologyy of the pen
ninsula is related to the
e uplift of Miiocene to Quaternary
Q
m
marine rock
ks by the
Lachlan
n Fault, a sig
gnificant, offfshore activve fault (Ma
azengarb an
nd Speden 2001; Barn
nes et al.
2002). T
The Lachlan Fault is a NNE-strikking reverse
e fault that occurs as l ittle as 3 km
m to the
east off Mahia Pe
eninsula. The
T
southw
west and northeast coasts
c
of the penins
sula are
dominatted by fligh
hts of late Quaternaryy to Holoce
ene uplifted
d marine teerraces and
d beach
depositss. Their upllift is probab
bly related to long term
m movemen
nt on the Laachlan Fault and/or
the offsshore subduction thrust (see alsso Berryma
an 2005). The
T
most pprominent of
o these
marine terraces is labelled as
s Q5b on Q Map Rauku
umara, whic
ch signifies that these terraces
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are c. 1
128,000 yea
ars in age or youngerr (Mazengarb and Spe
eden 2001).. In contras
st to this
study, Q
QMap Raukkumara does
s not show any active faults on Mahia Peninssula.
Aerial p
photograph analysis co
onfirms that the four fau
ult traces on
n the peninssula are acttive fault
traces because th
hey cut Q5
5 surfaces (Fig. 9). These
T
trac
ces have bbeen mapped onto
georefe
erenced aerrial photographs withiin the GIS, and have
e a typical accuracy of ± 50
metres. The recurrrence interv
val of move ment of the
ese faults is
s not knownn at this tim
me, but is
ed to be quitte long. As described a
above for th
he Wairoa Coastal
C
andd North area
as, these
assume
short fa
ault traces do
d not form
m major thrroughgoing structures that generaate their ow
wn large
more likely to be seco
seismicc events. Th
hese fault traces
t
are m
ondary feattures relate
ed to the
gwall (upliftiing) block of
o the Lach
hlan Fault, which
w
forms the tableeland topography of
hanging
Mahia P
Peninsula. Without
W
bettter informattion on thes
se fault trace
es, we tentaatively assig
gn these
as faultts in Recurrrence Interrval Class IIV (recurren
nce 5000-10,000 yearrs) for surfa
ace fault
moveme
ent. Further work is re
equired to a
ascertain the
e relevance
e and likely recurrence
e interval
range o
of these faullts.

Figure 9
Map of Mahia Peninsula with the previous
s locations of
o active fauult traces in red. No
LiDAR o
or orthophottograph cove
erage existss over the majority
m
of the
t
peninsu la. The app
proximate
location of the Lachla
an Fault, an important off
ffshore revers
se fault is shown to the eeast of the pe
eninsula.

3.1.4

Rangio
ora Fault

As part of this stud
dy, active fault line data
a for the Ra
angiora Fault, a dextral--slip fault be
elonging
nd Shear Belt,
B
has b
been review
wed and re
e-mapped oover a disttance of
to the North Islan
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c. 18 km
m (Fig. 10)). The north
hern end o
of the mapp
ped zone is
s the Moha ka River in
n Wairoa
District, while the southern end
e
of the mapped zo
one is nearr Pohokuraa Road in Hastings
H
District. Within Wa
airoa Districtt, traces of the Rangio
ora Fault can be follow
wed clearly on
o aerial
photogrraphs from the
t Waikarii River north
hward to Ex
xtension Ro
oad within ppine forest. In some
places, two clearr fault trac
ces are exxpressed. Fault trace
es have beeen mappe
ed onto
georefe
erenced aerrial photographs withiin the GIS, and have
e a typical accuracy of ± 50
metres. Between Extension
E
Road
R
and the
e Mohaka River,
R
the traces are soomewhat less clear,
less line
ear, and lesss connecte
ed. Thereforre, there is less certain
nty that the mapped tra
aces are
active ffault tracess. In this area,
a
the ttraces cros
ss Miocene marine roocks, includ
ding the
Titiokura
a Limestone (Lee et al.
a in prep). However, despite the
e NNE-strikiing structurral grain,
there iss only a weak
w
develo
opment of late Quate
ernary tecto
onic geomoorphology including
aligned drainages and late Qu
uaternary de
eposits associated with
h this area. In this

Figure 1
10 Fault mapping
m
usin
ng georefere nced aerial photographs
s in a GIS. In this exam
mple, the
northern
n end of the Rangiora
R
Fault in Wairoa
a and Hastings Districts is shown witth its Fault Avoidance
A
Zone. T
The total widtth of the FAZ
Z includes a m
margin of saffety buffer off ±20 m (aboout the white buffer).
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study, we have tentatively located two new fault traces between Extension Road and the
Mohaka River (e.g. Cutten 1994; Berryman et al. 1988). These traces are typically not as
straight, or connected as those faults traces to the south. This may reflect the diminishment
of total fault movement at the northern end of the Rangiora Fault.
To the south, in Hastings District, the Rangiora Fault is well expressed across farmland near
Rangiora Station (Cutten et al. 1988). A clear fault trace cuts terraces on the true right bank
of the Waikari River and was exposed in a road cut on Heays Access Road. To the
southwest, the fault can be traced clearly across country toward Lake Opouahi and Pohokura
Road. Again, in places there are two distinct fault traces. Farther to the southwest, the
Rangiora Fault is sometimes associated with the Patoka Fault, an active dextral-slip fault that
branches off the Mohaka Fault in the Whanawhana-Otamauri area in Hastings District
(Halliday 2003). However, the connection between these two faults is difficult to trace, as
much of this country is dominated by landslide debris from the Maungaharuru Range (Lee et
al. in prep).
Cutten et al. (1988) present the most detailed information on the activity of the Rangiora
Fault (Fig. 10). Based on the displaced terraces of the Waikari River, they provide evidence
for c. 15 ± 3 m of dextral slip on the fault since deposition of the Waimihia Tephra (c. 3400 yr
BP). This produces a (recalculated) slip rate of c. 4.4 ± 1 mm/yr. From the outcrop exposure
on Heays Access Road, these authors suggest that up to 6 displacement events have
occurred on the Rangiora Fault since deposition of the Waimihia Tephra (Cutten 1994). This
yields an average recurrence interval of surface faulting of c. 570 yr. Two displacement
events were recognised since the deposition of the Taupo Tephra (c. 1850 yr BP), which is
consistent with a short recurrence interval. The Recurrence Interval Class for the Rangiora
Fault is therefore Class I (i.e. <2000 yr). For such a short fault length (10-14 km), these
represent high parameters (i.e. single-event displacement, slip rate, recurrence interval) of
seismic hazard, suggesting further work is required to better characterise this fault.
Nonetheless, current estimates suggest that the Rangiora Fault is a highly active, dextral-slip
fault, in keeping with its location on the margins of the North Island Axial Ranges.

3.2

Napier City

Napier City is represents a small territorial authority of c. 106 km2. Prior to this study, there
were no known zones of active faulting mapped within the bounds of Napier City. No zones
of active faulting have been identified as a consequence of this study. Nevertheless, it is well
known that a large fault source caused the Hawke’s Bay earthquake of February 3, 1931,
which caused sever damage and uplift to Napier city and its environs. This largely buried or
‘blind’ fault source will be discussed in the following section.

3.3

The Awanui Fault and the 1931 Hawke’s Bay earthquake

The Hawke’s Bay earthquake caused surface rupture on fault traces at the northern end of
the Poukawa Fault Zone in Hastings District (Fig. 11) (Hull 1990; Kelsey et al. 1998). Rupture
traces in this area and north to Bridge Pa have traditionally been termed the Awanui Fault
(Lee et al., in prep; http://data.gns.cri.nz/af/). In contrast, to the northeast of Bridge Pa across
the Heretaunga Plains (including within Napier City), no surface rupture traces have been
mapped (Hull 1990). Nevertheless, re-levelling of the railway system in Hawke’s Bay
following the earthquake revealed a significant amount of vertical deformation, aligned in a
NE-SW direction parallel to the regional system of active faults (Hull 1990). Hull (1990)
GNS Science Consultancy Report 2010/105
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showed
d a c. 90 km
m long by 15
1 km wide
e asymmetrric zone of deformatioon with uplifft on the
northwe
est side of, and subside
ence to the
e southeast of, a line off approximaately zero or neutral
uplift (Fig. 11).
corded nearr Oldmans Bluff, while
e subsidencce of c. 1.1. m was
Uplift off up to 2.7 m was rec
recorde
ed near Hasstings on the
e southeastt side of the
e deformation zone. Thhe NE-SW trending
line of n
neutral uplifft runs from
m near Awa
atoto at the coast towa
ard the ruptture traces mapped
near Brridge Pa. Th
he implication of this iss that the tip of the bu
uried fault (tthat did nott rupture
the grou
und surface
e) is roughly
y coincidentt with the lin
ne of neutral uplift (Fig. 11).

Figure 1
11 Map of vertical defformation an
nd surface faulting
f
(thick red lines) related to the
t
1931
Hawke’ss Bay earthquake as interpreted from
m the re-levellling of the lo
ocal rail netw
work (after Hull 1990).
Uplift is sshown in ora
ange colours and subside
ence in green
n.

While fa
aulting acro
oss the Here
etaunga Pla
ains is esse
entially ‘blind’ i.e. with no surface rupture,
it is rea
asonable to assume th
hat the line of zero up
plift is close to the upw
ward tip of the fault
associa
ated with th
he Hawke’s Bay earth quake. Futture events on this fa ult source (Awanui
Fault) m
may pose a surface rup
pture hazard
d. In an earrlier report, Langridge aand Villamo
or (2007)
attemptted to map the location
n of the 193
31 earthquake rupture
e trace acrooss the Herretaunga
Plains ffrom Bridge
e Pa toward Napier. U
Using some
e features of
o the LiDA
AR DEM within
w
the
ArcGIS software package,
p
the
ey were ab
ble to recognise very subtle changges that ma
ay relate
pture or defo
ormation tra
ace of the A
Awanui Faullt. These tec
chniques iddentified a lo
ong (c. 8
to a rup
km) wavvelength, broad pattern of warpin
ng with a NE
E-trending linear bulgee of c. 1 m in
i height
between
n Bridge Pa
P and Awa
atoto, and a parallel trough of c. -0.5 m depth trend
ding NE
through
h the Hastin
ngs area. Th
hese observ
rvations are
e consistent with deform
mation that was resurveye
ed after the 1931 earthquake and analysed by Hull (1990
0).
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In this sstudy we atttempted a similar
s
profi ling procedure using a LiDAR hillsshade mod
del of the
Heretau
unga Plainss supplied by Hawke’ss Bay Regional Council. In this procedure, 3-6 km
long pro
ofiles were arranged
a
NW-SE perp
pendicular to
o the expec
cted fault traace at interv
vals of c.
1 km a
across the Heretaunga
a Plains (F
Fig. 12). Ea
ach profile was exagggerated to highlight
subtle cchanges in gradient
g
in the expecte
ed area of the
t 1931 de
eformation. Each profile had at
least on
ne sharp to
o subtle cha
ange in gra
adient which
h correspon
nded well w
with the line
e of zero
uplift, i..e. the proffiles show a subtle b
bulge to the
e northwes
st and a suubtle swale
e on the
southea
ast side (see
e Fig. 12 ins
set).
Use of the LiDAR to construc
ct profiles h
has been a useful exerrcise. Howeever, it is difficult to
uch a broad
d warp acro
oss the gro
ound surfac
ce and alsoo to expect that the
preciselly locate su
zone off deformatio
on could be mapped wiith great ce
ertainty. This
s means thaat even if we
w chose
to desig
gnate a fault trace (i.e. use the g reen dashe
ed line(s) in
n Figure 10)), there would be a
wide zo
one of uncerrtainty place
ed around itts location. In addition, future evennts may not rupture
the grou
und surface
e either. The
erefore, use
e of the criteria for defining Fault Rupture Av
voidance
Zones in the MfE Guidelines
G
(Kerr
(
et al. 2
2003) is nott appropriate for this faault feature.
atement con
ncerns that part of the plains in Ha
astings District, and is even more relevant
This sta
for the p
projection of
o the fault trrace into Na
apier City in
n the vicinity
y of Awatotoo Lagoon (F
Figs. 11,
12). In o
our analysiss, no clear warp
w
could be traced across
a
the la
agoon near Awatoto.

Figure 1
12 LiDAR DEM
D
of the Heretaunga
H
Plains and surrounding
s
area.
a
The loccations of ac
ctive fault
traces are shown in red. Black lines represe
ent profiles made
m
on the hillshade moodel perpend
dicular to
uctural grain. Green and red dots rep
present inflection points in the profile
es where
the NE-ttrending stru
there is a significant change in gradient or slope directtion. The gre
een dashed lines attempt to link
these tog
gether. Insett: Profile 4 att the Northea
astern end off the Heretau
unga Plains.
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This is probably because that land was completely saturated during the earthquake and
either: i) suffered extensive liquefaction; and/or (ii) deformed in a somewhat ductile fashion.
Sedimentation (at least over the last 1800 yr) has outpaced tectonic activity so there is no
evidence for Holocene fault scarps across the Heretaunga Plains. Large-scale sedimentation
(flooding) occurs across the plains on a centennial to millennial timescale. A particularly large
inundation of reworked Taupo ash has been deposited across the plains since that eruption
c. 1800 years ago (Segschneider et al., 2000). While fault scarps are common south of
Pakipaki, it is unsurprising, given the very active nature of the Heretaunga floodplain that
there is no fault trace from previous ‘Hawke’s Bay-type’ earthquakes anywhere across the
plains.
Nearby at Ahuriri Lagoon, Hayward et al. (2006) have shown that there have been several
sudden changes in the relative level of the lagoon since sea-level stabilised c. 7200 yr ago.
These metre-scale sea-level changes are probably caused by sudden tectonic subsidence or
uplift events. Interestingly, the only event that caused a relative uplift across the lagoon was
the 1931 event. All other sudden vertical changes were subsidence events that have not
been attributed to ‘Hawke’s Bay-type’ earthquake events. Therefore, any movement prior to
1931 on the Awanui Fault, (i.e. that fault that causes uplift throughout Ahuriri Lagoon and
plains) was at least 7200 years ago (Hayward et al., 2006). This is consistent with the results
from trenching for the northern section of the Poukawa Fault Zone (RI Class IV; 500010,000 yr) (Kelsey et al., 1998).
In summary, it is clear that the 1931 Hawke’s Bay earthquake caused a broad NE-trending
pattern of warping across the Heretaunga Plains with an axis about the line of neutral (zero)
uplift. However, there is no clear rupture trace across the plains and it would be very difficult
to zone for a feature that we cannot clearly observe on the ground surface. Such a broad
warp probably does not pose a life safety risk (from rupture) and accordingly should not
require zonation. An alternative would be to create a 2-4 km wide, NE-trending buffer zone
between Bridge Pa and Awatoto. Such a zone would have an “Uncertain – Poorly
Constrained“location criteria placed on it, and be rather prohibitive in terms of urban
development.
Therefore, while we recognise the presence of an earthquake source between Bridge Pa and
Awatoto, we cannot map it with sufficient accuracy and certainty to be of use in terms of
planning purposes. As will be discussed below, for faults of RI Class IV, planning and
building consent restrictions are limited to BIC Category 4 buildings, i.e. Critical structures. If
such buildings are likely to be sited along the axis of the deformation in future, then it would
be prudent to consider fault deformation as a potential hazard to the life of such a building.
Therefore, as stated above, there are no surface fault traces that can be currently mapped
within the limits of Napier City.
However, within the low-lying parts of Napier City (such as Awatoto) it is critical to consider
the ground conditions for buildings sited in areas that were uplifted above sea level as a
result of the 1931 earthquake. Such land will be prone to increased levels of seismic shaking
damage (including liquefaction) in strong earthquake events from nearby fault sources
including the offshore subduction zone.
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4.0

DEVELOPING FAULT AVOIDANCE ZONES

In this section, we combine the results of fault trace mapping and recurrence interval
estimates with land use and the Building Code to define a series of Resource Consent
activities from the MfE Active Fault Guidelines (Kerr et al. 2003). First we outline the nature
of the Building Importance Categories and their relationship to the Fault Recurrence Interval
Classes.

4.1

Building Importance Category

In the event of fault rupture, buildings constructed on a fault line will suffer significant stress
and can suffer extensive damage. This was highlighted during the 2010 Darfield earthquake
in Canterbury, which ruptured the Greendale Fault (Quigley et al., 2010; Van Dissen et al.,
2011). Buildings adjacent to the fault and within the Fault Avoidance Zone may also be
damaged by fault deformation. The MfE Active Fault Guidelines define five Building
Importance Categories (Table 2) based on accepted risk levels for building collapse
considering building type, use and occupancy. This categorisation is weighted towards lifesafety, but also allows for the importance of critical structures, e.g. schools or post-disaster
Table 2
Building Importance Categories and representative examples. For more detail see Kerr et
al. (2003), and King et al. (2003).
Building
Importance
Category

1

2a

2b

3

4

Description

Examples

Temporary structures
with low hazard to life
and other property

• Structures with a floor area of <30m2
• Farm buildings, fences
• Towers in rural situations

Timber-framed residential
construction

• Timber framed single-story dwellings

Normal structures and
structures not in other
categories

Important structures
that may contain people
in crowds or contents of
high value to the
community or pose risks
to people in crowds

Critical structures with
special post disaster
functions
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• Timber framed houses with area >300 m2
• Houses outside the scope of NZS 3604 “Timber Framed
Buildings”
• Multi-occupancy residential, commercial, and industrial
2
buildings accommodating <5000 people and <10,000 m
2
• Public assembly buildings, theatres and cinemas <1000 m
• Car parking buildings
• Emergency medical and other emergency facilities not
designated as critical post disaster facilities
• Airport terminals, principal railway stations, schools
• Structures accommodating >5000 people
2
• Public assembly buildings >1000 m
2
• Covered malls >10,000 m
2
• Museums and art galleries >1000 m
• Municipal buildings
• Grandstands >10,000 people
• Service stations
2
• Chemical storage facilities >500m
• Major infrastructure facilities
• Air traffic control installations
• Designated civilian emergency centres, medical
emergency facilities, emergency vehicle garages, fire
and police stations
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facilities, and the need to locate these wisely. Table 2 shows the Building Importance
categories used in New Zealand and applied in the MfE Active Fault Guidelines (Kerr et al.,
2003).

4.2

Relationship between Recurrence Interval and Building Importance
Class

The hazard posed by fault rupture is quantified using two parameters: a) Fault Complexity
and its incorporation into the mapping of Fault Avoidance Zones, and b) the average
recurrence interval of surface rupture on a given fault. The average recurrence interval of
surface rupture is the average number of years between successive surface rupture
earthquakes along a specific section of fault. Typically, the longer the average recurrence
interval of surface rupture of a fault, the less likely the fault is to rupture in the near future. In
the MfE Active Fault Guidelines, faults are grouped according to Recurrence Interval Class
(Table 4; Kerr et al. 2003, see also Van Dissen et al. 2003), such that the most hazardous
faults, i.e. those with the shortest recurrence intervals, are grouped within Recurrence
Interval Class I.
Table 3
Recurrence Interval Classes of active faults within parts of Wairoa District and Napier
City. For more detail see Kerr et al. (2003) and Van Dissen et al. (2003).

Priority area / Fault
Name

Recurrence
Interval
Class

Wairoa North
Mahia

No data
Class IV

Rangiora Fault
Awanui Fault

Class I
Class IV

Recurrence Interval
Range of
Respective
Recurrence Interval
Class
No data
>5000 years to
≤10,000 years
≤2000 years
>5000 years to
≤10,000 years

Confidence of
Recurrence Interval
Classification*
n/a
Low
High
Medium

Note:
* As defined in the MfE Active Fault Guidelines, a Low confidence of recurrence interval
classification is assigned to an active fault when the range of uncertainty of the fault’s
recurrence interval embraces a significant portion of three or more Recurrence Interval
Classes, or when there are no fault-specific data available for the fault to enable an estimation
of its fault-specific recurrence interval (i.e. Recurrence Interval Class is assigned based only on
subjective comparisons with other better studied faults).

The MfE Active Fault Guidelines advocate a risk-based approach to dealing with
development of land on, or close to active faults. The risk at a site, of fault rupture is a
function not only of the location and activity of a fault, but also the type of structure/building
that may be impacted by rupture of the fault. For a site on, or immediately adjacent to an
active fault, risk increases both as fault activity increases (i.e. fault recurrence interval and
Recurrence Interval Class decrease) and Building Importance Category increases. In order
to maintain a relatively constant/ consistent level of risk throughout the district, it is
reasonable to impose more restrictions on the development of sites located on, or
immediately adjacent to highly active faults, compared to sites located on, or immediately
adjacent to low activity faults. This hierarchical relation between fault activity (Recurrence
Interval Class) and building type (Building Importance Category) is presented in Table 4.
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With regards to this project, the most active fault with the shortest recurrence interval is the
Rangiora Fault, which is a Recurrence Interval (RI) Class I active fault. Faults on Mahia
Peninsula have been assigned to RI Class IV, while all other faults in the eastern half of
Wairoa District have no recurrence interval information with which to make any decision
regarding RI Class. No active faults have been mapped within Napier City. The Awanui Fault
is assigned to RI Class IV (Table 4). Surface rupture traces from the 1931 Hawke’s Bay
earthquake have been zoned within Hastings District (Langridge & Villamor 2007), however,
no traces of the Awanui Fault can be mapped near the coast within Napier City.
The MfE Active Fault Guidelines also make a pragmatic distinction between previously
subdivided and/or developed sites, and undeveloped “Greenfield” sites, and allows for
different conditions to apply to these two types of sites of differing development status
(Tables 5, 6). The rationale for this is that in the subdivision/development of a Greenfield
area, a change of land usage is usually being sought, and it is much easier, for example, to
require a building setback distance from an active fault, or to plan subdivision of land around
the location of an active fault. However, in built-up areas, buildings may have been
established without knowledge of the existence or location of an active fault, and the
community may have an expectation to continue to live there, despite the potential danger.
Also, existing use rights under the Resource Management Act mean that where an existing
building over a fault is damaged, it can be rebuilt, even after the hazard/risk has been
identified. The distinction between previous or new developments is incorporated into Tables
5 & 6.
Table 4
Relationships between Recurrence Interval Class, Average Recurrence Interval of
Surface Rupture, and Building Importance Category for Previously Subdivided and Greenfield Sites.
For more detail see Kerr et al. (2003), and King et al. (2003).
Recurrence
Interval
Class

Average
Recurrence
Interval of
Surface Rupture

I

≤2000 years

II

>2000 years to
≤3500 years

III

>3500 years to
≤5000 years

IV

>5000 years to
≤10,000 years

V

>10,000 years
to
≤20,000 years

VI

>20,000 years
to
≤125,000 years

Building Importance (BI) Category Limitations
(allowable buildings)
Previously subdivided or developed
sites
BI Category 1
temporary buildings only
BI Category 1& 2a
temporary & residential timber-framed
buildings only
BI Category 1, 2a, & 2b
temporary, residential timber-framed &
normal structures

“Greenfield” sites

BI Category 1
temporary buildings only

BI Category 1& 2a
temporary & residential timber-framed
buildings only
BI Category 1, 2a, & 2b
BI Category 1, 2a, 2b & 3
temporary, residential timber-framed &
normal structures
temporary, residential timber-framed,
normal & important structures
BI Category 1, 2a, 2b & 3
(but not critical post-disaster facilities)
temporary, residential timber-framed,
normal & important structures
(but not critical post-disaster facilities)
BI Category 1, 2a, 2b, 3 & 4
critical post-disaster facilities cannot be built across an active fault with a recurrence
interval ≤20,000 years

Note: Faults with average recurrence intervals >125,000 years are not considered active
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4.3

Resource Consent Categories

Fault Recurrence Interval Class, Fault Complexity, and Building Importance Category are the
three key elements, that when brought together, enable a risk-based approach to be taken
when making planning decisions about development of land on, or close to active faults.
Understanding the interrelationships between these key parameters is critical to the
development of consistent, risk-based objectives, policies and methods to guide
development of land that may be impacted by surface rupture faulting. The critical
relationships between Recurrence Interval Class, and Building Importance Category have
already been summarised in Table 4. These interrelationships are expanded in Tables 5 and
6 to incorporate Fault Complexity. These tables are extracted directly from the MfE Active
Fault Guidelines (see Kerr et al. 2003) to provide specific examples of Resource Consent
Category suggestions for various combinations of Recurrence Interval Class, Fault
Complexity, and Building Importance Category for the faults discussed in this report.
Determining the appropriate Resource Consent Category for different scenarios/
combinations of Recurrence Interval Class, Fault Complexity, and Building Importance
Category is a complex task, especially when trying to anticipate the level of risk that a
community may or may not be willing to accept. Certainly, as the risk increases, the
Resource Consent Category should become more restrictive, and the range of matters that
Council needs to consider increases. Ultimately, the Council needs to be able to impose
consent conditions to avoid or mitigate the adverse effects of fault rupture, by requiring
allotments to be subject to requirements such as to the use, bulk, location and foundations of
any structure.
The Council will wish to apply Resource Consent Categories depending upon their own
requirements/ circumstances. The principal issue is to ensure that the Council has the ability
to address fault rupture hazard/risk when assessing a resource consent application. When
dealing with Controlled and Discretionary activities, the matters over which the Council
reserves control or restricts its discretion are important. For these categories, the matters
the Council may need to consider include: the proposed use of the building; the site layout
including building setback and separation distance; building height and design; construction
type (note only for resource management purposes); and financial contributions such as
reserve contributions.
It is important to remember that surface fault rupture is a seismic hazard of relatively limited
geographic extent, compared to strong ground shaking, and can, in many cases, be avoided.
If avoidance of surface rupture fault hazard at a site is not practical, then planning/ design
measures need to be prescribed/ incorporated to mitigate/ accommodate the co-seismic
surface rupture displacements anticipated at the site. The planning and design measures
also need to be consistent with the appropriate combination of Fault Complexity, Recurrence
Interval Class, and Building Importance Category relevant to that site.
Also worth commenting on is that specific fault studies at or near the site may provide more
certainty as to the fault’s location, and thus allow the Fault Avoidance Zone to be reduced in
width. This is shown below in Figure 13, taken directly from Kerr et al. (2003). Where detailed
geologic studies are undertaken, e.g. trenching or surveying, it may be possible to narrow the
zone of uncertainty about the zone of faulting and deformation associated with a fault.
A good example of the usefulness of this concept was the work undertaken at Parkhill near
Havelock North (Langridge 2007). After viewing the faults and fault zones in a total of 6
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trenches it was possible
p
to determine at what point of the fault scarpp these faults had
ruptured
d repeatedly to the ground
g
surrface, and to determiine the widdth of the surface
deforma
ation around
d the fault zone.
z
This l ed to the Fault Avoida
ance Zones being narro
owed for
the purp
poses of pla
anning and the layout o
of house lotts for a subd
division the re.

Figure 1
13 A fault avoidance zone
z
on a d
district plann
ning map (frrom Kerr et al. 2003). Note
N
that
following
g specific ta
argeted geolo
ogical or su
urveying worrk, the Faultt Avoidance Zone width
h can be
decrease
ed to allow buildings
b
clos
ser to the fau
ult trace.
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Table 5
The relationship between Resource Consent Category, Building Importance Category,
Fault Recurrence Interval Class, and Fault Complexity for developed and/or already subdivided sites
for the Rangiora Fault, based on the MfE Active Fault Guidelines (for detail see Kerr et al 2003). Note:
In this example the Permitted activities have been highlighted.

RANGIORA FAULT
0B

Fault Recurrence Interval Class I #
(average recurrence interval ≤2000 years)
5B

Developed and/or Already Subdivided Sites
4B

Building
Importance
Category

1

2a

Fault Complexity

Well Defined

2b

3

4

Resource Consent Category
Permitted

NonComplying
2B

NonComplying

NonComplying

NonComplying

Distributed, &
*Uncertain constrained

Permitted

Discretionary

NonComplying

NonComplying

NonComplying

*Uncertain poorly constrained

Permitted

Discretionary

NonComplying

NonComplying

NonComplying

Greenfield Sites
1B

Building Importance
Category

1

Fault Complexity

2a

Well Defined

2b

3

4

Resource Consent Category

Permitted

NonComplying
3B

NonComplying

NonComplying

Prohibited

Distributed, &
*Uncertain constrained

Permitted

Discretionary

NonComplying

NonComplying

NonComplying

*Uncertain poorly constrained

Permitted

Discretionary

NonComplying

NonComplying

NonComplying

Notes:
* - Where the fault trace is uncertain, specific fault studies may provide more certainty on the
location of the fault.
Italics: The use of italics indicates that the Resource Consent Category of these categories is more
flexible. For example, where discretionary is indicated, controlled may be considered more
suitable by Council, or vice versa.
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Table 6
Examples, based on the MfE Active Fault Guidelines, of Resource Consent Category for
both developed and/or already subdivided sites, and Greenfield sites for the Mahia Peninsula area,
accounting for various combinations of Building Importance Category, and Fault Complexity. Note: In
this example the Non-Complying activities have been highlighted.

Mahia Peninsula area
(based on Fault Recurrence Interval Class IV, >5000 to ≤10,000 years)
Developed and/or Already Subdivided Sites
Building Importance
Category

1

2a

Fault Complexity

2b

3

4

Resource Consent Category

Well Defined

Permitted

Permitted*

Permitted*

Permitted*

NonComplying

Distributed

Permitted

Permitted

Permitted

Permitted

NonComplying

Permitted

Permitted

Permitted

Permitted

NonComplying

Uncertain - constrained

Greenfield Sites
Building Importance
Category

1

2a

Fault Complexity

2b

3

4

Resource Consent Category

Well Defined

Permitted

Permitted*

Permitted*

NonComplying

NonComplying

Distributed

Permitted

Permitted

Permitted

Discretionary

NonComplying

Permitted

Permitted

Permitted

Discretionary

NonComplying

Uncertain - constrained

Notes:
* Indicates that the Resource Consent Category is permitted, but could be Controlled or Discretionary given that the fault
location is well defined.
Italics: The use of italics indicates that the Resource Consent Category – activity status of these categories is more flexible.
For example, where Discretionary is indicated, Controlled may be considered more suitable by Council, or vice versa.
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5.0
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
We have mapped parts of Wairoa District, Napier City and surrounds at a scale of c.
1:10,000 following the Ministry for the Environment’s Guidelines of “Planning for
Development of Land on or Close to Active Faults”. We have defined Fault Avoidance
Zones around a number of active fault traces that encompass the area of possible ground
deformation associated with these faults.
Mapping of the fault zones has been undertaken using a Geographic Information System
(GIS) in conjunction with LiDAR imagery and rectified aerial photographs. Each of these
data media carry a level of mapping uncertainty.
Five priority areas were defined for the purposes of mapping active faults and developing
Fault Avoidance Zones. These are: Coastal Wairoa, North Wairoa, Mahia Peninsula, the
Rangiora Fault, and the Awanui Fault. The latter is the fault that ruptured during the 1931
Hawke’s Bay earthquake.
For Land Use and Life Safety purposes, the “MfE Active Fault Guidelines” focus on: (i)
the location and characterisation of surface deformation related to faulting; (ii) the
characterisation of the recurrence interval of faulting, and (iii) the building importance
category (BIC) of the proposed structures.
The faults have been classified according to their expression at the ground surface, e.g.,
clear scarp/ broad scarp/ inferred trace, with the information stored in an Attribute Table
in the GIS. In general, a line which approximates the location of surface faulting has
been mapped along each fault trace. Attached to that trace is a location error based on
the uncertainty of the exact location of the fault plane with respect to the fault scarp, and
the media used, e.g. LiDAR, to capture the line on a map. In addition to this a ±20 metre
setback is added to create the full Fault Avoidance Zone.
No active fault traces were identified in the Wairoa Coastal area. In this area, the 1-metre
LiDAR DEM produced particularly accurate micro-topography of the mapping areas and
was therefore the most useful mapping tool, allowing us to eliminate several fault traces
that could not be confirmed as active faults.
Several faults in the Wairoa North priority area are considered to be possible active
normal (dip-slip) faults. Fault Avoidance Zones (FAZ’s) have widths of 120-200 m for
individual fault traces. However, at this time, there is no recurrence interval information
available for these faults, therefore, no RI Class can be established for faults in this area.
Faults in the Mahia priority area are also considered to be normal dip-slip faults. We
interpret the recurrence interval class for these faults area to be RI Class IV, i.e. >5000≤10,000 years. Fault Avoidance Zones (FAZ’s) in the Mahia priority areas have widths of
120-200 m for individual fault traces. This implies that the fault traces are not strictly “well
defined”.
The MfE Active Fault Guidelines suggest that for Recurrence Interval Class IV faults,
such as those mapped across Mahia Peninsula, that BIC 2a and 2b structures should be
permitted activities. For BIC 3 structures, the resource consent activity is permitted in the
case of developed or already subdivided, and typically Discretionary for Greenfield
settings. BIC 4 structures hold a Non-Complying Status in both the “Greenfield” and
“previously subdivided” setting.
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Paleoseismic data indicates that the strike-slip Rangiora Fault is a RI Class I fault with
surface rupture repeating every 2000 years or less. The FAZ for the Rangiora Fault is
140-160 m wide for individual fault traces. The MfE Active Fault Guidelines suggest that
for Recurrence Interval Class I faults, such as the Rangiora Fault only BIC 1 structures
should be permitted activities within the FAZ, in both the “Greenfield” and “previously
subdivided” setting.
No clear fault trace of the reverse, dip-slip Awanui Fault could be mapped across the
Heretaunga Plains and more significantly no trace was observed across the Awatoto
lagoon area in Napier City. It is our conclusion that the surface trace of this fault cannot
currently be mapped in a means that is useful in terms of the MfE guidelines.
No surface traces of active faults have been mapped in the Napier City area. Given the
expected recurrence interval of faulting (RI Class IV; 5000-10,000 yr) for the Awanui
Fault, surface faulting should only be considered if BIC 4 structures are to be sited within
c. 1 km of the zone of neutral uplift mapped out by Hull (1990).
Fault Avoidance Zones defined in this study may be reduced in width following additional
surveying or paleoseismic (trenching) studies that locate and define the nature of surface
deformation. This may be particularly useful for the placement of future developments. In
general, if it is possible to avoid building within a Fault Avoidance Zone, then this is a
preferable action.
The figures displayed in this report are not to be used for planning purposes. They are
meant as examples of how faults were mapped and FAZ’s were developed. The GIS in
the enclosed CD contains the relevant fault location information at the scale we
undertook the mapping for cadastral purposes, i.e. c. 1: 10,000, and also contains the
Fault Avoidance Zones.

Further to this summary, we recommend that:
• Our new mapped fault locations and Fault Avoidance Zones be adopted by the District
Councils in the area for planning purposes. They are of an appropriate scale for
cadastral use (1: 10,000) and are in keeping with the recommendations of the Ministry for
the Environment’s Active Fault Guidelines. Using the CD provided enables uploading of
Shapefiles for the fault traces and FAZ’s into a council GIS.
• The recommendations of the MfE’s Active Fault Guidelines (Planning for Development of
Land on or Close to Active Faults; Kerr et al. 2003) be adopted by all District Councils in
the Hawke’s Bay region.
• Where possible, fault location work such as ground truthing should be undertaken to
assess whether many of the traces mapped in the eastern Wairoa area re active faults,
and if so, some effort should go into considering their activity (recurrence interval).
• In future, other parts of Hawke’s Bay region, including the coastal ranges (Maraetotara
Plateau) and inland parts of Central Hawke’s Bay and Hastings Districts could receive
further attention with regards to active fault mapping and fault avoidance zonation.
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APPENDIX 1 – AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH RUNS
Rangiora Fault:
Runs - 1109 (1, 2); 1127 (34-36); 1128 (32, 33); 1129 (31-33); 1130 (30-32); 1131 (26-28);
1132 (27-30); 1133 (25-27)
Coastal and northern Wairoa District:
Runs – 1105 (32-41); 446 (42-44); 445 (43-70); 444 (37-40; 51-55); 443 (33-60); 442 (14-25;
44-47); 3361 (2-15); 3362 (31-35)
Mahia:
Runs – 453 (6-9); 454 (7-10); 458 (2-4)

APPENDIX 2 – CD CONTENTS
1:

Report:
•

2:

Fault Avoidance Zone Mapping for Wairoa District and Napier City. PDF Format.

GIS Data:
•

Line Fault Features – line.shp. Shapefile format. These are line features
representing observed line fault features such as scarps, degraded scarps, guided
drainage, and ridge rents. Details are provided on the fault name, the landscape
feature involved, the fault feature observed, a statement concerning the accuracy of
location, and an estimate of the accuracy in metres.

•

Fault Avoidance Zone – zone.shp. Shapefile format. These are polygon features
representing the Fault Avoidance Zones developed for this study. Details are
provided on the fault name, the fault complexity, the recurrence interval class, and
suggested Resource Consent Category.
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